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International Forum for Information Technology in Tamil 
A California Non-Profit Technical Society 

 

WG02 Report on Grantha Encoding Proposals 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 
On November 1st, 2010, INFITT had requested Unicode Technical Committee (“UTC” in 
this document) to consider delaying a formal decision on the proposals L2/10-426 and 

L2/10-447 proposals to encode Grantha script in Unicode until INFITT working groups can 
study these and related documents and report their findings to the UTC.  The Tamil Nadu 
Government (“TNG” in this document) had also requested the Government of India 
(“GoI” in this document) to ask for a deferral of its submission of the Grantha proposal to 
Unicode to have a high level government panel to investigate the proposal in depth.  At 
the November meeting, the UTC did defer decisions on the Grantha proposal with the 
expectations that the various groups would meet and discuss the proposals. 
 
The INFITT working group 2 (“WG02” in this document) on Unicode encoding, carefully 
reviewed the various Grantha proposals and related documents in the UTC docket to 
understand issues of interest to INFITT.  It consulted various experts in and out of Tamil 
Nadu to study these proposals in depth.  Recently the TNG has announced a high level 
committee to investigate these proposals and make a formal recommendation on these 
to the GoI.  It is hoped that this technical report would be of interest to the TNG panel in 
addition to the UTC. 
 
While proper encoding of the Grantha script is of immense interest to Tamil Nadu in 
digitizing, encoding, analyzing and researching the more than 100,000 inscriptional 
records, the WG02 restricted itself to the investigation of the proposal add the seven 
Tamil/Dravidian characters to the Grantha character set, namely 
 

1130E Letter E 
11312 Letter O 
11329 Letter NNNA 
11331 Letter RRA 
11334 Letter LLLA 
11346 Letter Vowel Sign E 
1134A Letter Vowel Sign O 

 

2. Expert Panels 
 
INFITT WG02 called for an in-person meeting of the working group with experts in 
Epigraphy, Grantha, Sanskrit, Tamil, Linguistics along with technical experts familiar with 
Unicode encoding and Internationalized Domain Names (IDN).  The first of these 
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sessions were held in collaboration with École française d'Extrême-Orient, Pudhucceri 
(EFEO) on December 22 at EFEO and the second session was held on December 23rd at 
Symantec Corporation’s Chennai offices.   
 
The following experts attended these meetings: 
 

1. Prof. G. Vijayavenugopal, EFEO, Epigraphist 
2. Dr. Sathyanarayanan, EFEO, Epigraphist 
3. Dr. Santhalingam, Epigraphist, Government of Tamil Nadu (Retd.) 
4. Dr. Rajavelu, Archeological Survey of India, Epigraphist 
5. Shri R. Varada Desikan, EFEO, Expert on Sri Vaishnavaite manuscripts in 

Grantha 
6. Dr. Krishnamurthy Sastri, Sanskrit scholar, Grantha publisher and Retd. 

Principal, Sanskrit College, Chennai 
7. Dr. Shankaranarayanan, Manuscript Expert working on Grantha OCR, 

Department of Sanskrit, Shri Chandrashekharendra Sarasvati Vishva Maha 
Vidyalaya, Kanchipuram, (on the phone) 

8. Dr. Jean-Luc Chevillard, Tamil Scholar, CNRS, France deputed to EFEO, 
Pudhucceri. 

9. Dr. Dominic Goodall, Sanskrit scholar, Head, EFEO, Pudhucceri. 
10. Prof. Deivasundaram, Linguist, Retd. Head of the Dept. of Tamil, Univ. of 

Madras. 
11. Dr. Nakkeeran, Director, Tamil Virtual Academy 

 
In addition, the following WG02 members participated in these dicussions in person and 
on the phone: 
  

1. Mr. Mani M. Manivannan, Sr. Director of Engineering, Symantec,  and 

Chair, WG02 

2. Dr. Rama. Krishnan, Tamil scholar and retired Chemical Engineering 

Executive 

3. Mr. Shriramana Sharma, Sanskrit Research scholar, Grantha specialist, 

author of L2/09-372, one of the Grantha proposals 

4. Mr. Vinodh Rajan, Software engineer, Grantha tools developer 

5. Mr. S. Srivas, Software Developer (on the phone) 

 
The summaries of these meetings are added to this report as appendix B and C. 
 

3.0 Preamble to the Investigation 
 
The working group and its experts panels examined various documents as listed in 
Appendix A for their consideration.  Before we describe the arguments for and against 
the addition of the seven Tamil/Dravidian characters in these documents, we make the 
following observations: 
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1. The inclusion of the seven Tamil/Dravidian characters was proposed originally by 

Dr. N. Ganesan (“Author1” in this document)  in L2/09-141 with the claim that use 
of these characters in Grantha as native characters is attested. Evidence in 
support of such a claim was presented. 
 

2. The inclusion of these characters and the claimed evidence was challenged 
almost immediately in L2/09-206 by the ICT agency of Sri Lanka and in L2/09-316 
by Shriramana  Sharma (“Author2” in this document), author of a second Grantha 
Proposal (L2/09-372).   

 
3. Commenting on Author1’s samples in L2/09-141, Author2 writes in L2/09-316 

strongly doubting the authenticity of the samples provided as attestation for use 
of the Tamil/Dravidian characters in Grantha script. He specifically mentions that 
he has not been able to persuade Author1 to send him the details on “Samskrita 
Grantha Lipi Sabha” mentioned as the source of some of these samples. 
 

4. In L2/09-372, Author2 discusses the inclusion of these seven characters and 
supports the addition of the short E/O and their corresponding vowel signs for 
modern, proposed transliteration of Kannada, Telugu names as part of “extended 
Grantha”.  But he does not include the three Tamil/Dravidian characters 
LLLA/RRA/NNNA as part of “extended Grantha.” 

 
5. However, in L2/10-085, Author2 accepts the inclusion of the remaining 

Tamil/Dravidian characters LLLA/RRA/NNNA also as part of “extended Grantha” 
but with an annotation similar to the Devanagari that these characters are to be 
used for Dravidian transcription (see section 3.6 for further discussions).  
However, later during WG02 discussions Author2 said that at the time he had 
accepted this characters for Grantha because he thought otherwise script=tamil 
characters would cause word boundaries when used in script=grantha text. 
However UTR #29 it is clearly said “Normally word breaking does not require 
breaking between different scripts”. 

 
6. The original GoI Grantha Proposal (L2/10-048) that was submitted after L2/09-141 

and L2/09-372 did not include these seven Tamil/Dravidian Characters.  The GoI 
experts apparently either did not consider or weren’t persuaded by the 
arguments for extending Grantha. 

 
7. In L2/10-233, Sanskrit Grantha scholars make the observation that “It is not 

possible for every script to be equally capable – in representing any language 
other than its native language – as the native script of that language. [..] 
Therefore there is no meaning in adding newer and newer characters to make 
Grantha (or any other script) equally as capable as other scripts, … in 
representing other languages, i.e. languages which the script was not originally 
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evolved for, which in the present case all languages other than Sanskrit”. 
[However they have conceded that it might be considered useful by some 
people. But see 3.4 for more.] 

 
8. The summary of the GoI meeting as published in the INFITT GB List by Dr. 

Nakkeeran and a modified summary as published in UTC L2/10-409, the GoI 
states that its aim was to encode "Indian heritage scripts i.e. Vedic Sanskrit and 
Grantha in the Unicode Standard so that our ancient knowledge could be 
represented on electronic media, computers, etc." (see section 3.4 for further 
discussion).  

 
9. The summary also recorded that some scholars objected to the presence of 

characters not used in Sanskrit, however the committee overruled them with the 
statement: "though these characters are not used for writing Sanskrit in the 
Grantha script, they may be useful in transcribing words of other languages like 
Tamil or English into the Grantha script and hence these should be encoded for 
Grantha." (see section 3.4 for further discussion) 

 
10. Since Grantha is an important heritage script of epigraphic significance to Tamil 

Nadu in addition to being a script in use by a religious community based primarily 
in Tamil Nadu, one would have expected that the epigraphists from Tamil Nadu 
who deal with hundreds of thousands of mixed Tamil and Grantha inscriptions to 
be consulted but until INFITT WG02 reached out to them it doesn’t appear that 
they were. 
 

11. After UTC published the consensus basis document (L2/10-053, L2/10-265r) 
combining the three competing proposals, the GoI seems to have accepted the 
addition of the seven Tamil/Dravidian characters and did not verify the 
attestation samples submitted in L2/09-141, L2/09-141R  and L2/09-345 though 
the authenticity of these were challenged repeatedly by Author2. 
 

12. The most recent GoI proposal (L2/10-426) includes all the seven Tamil/Dravidian 
characters as part of the Grantha encoding. Though the official rationale for 
adding these characters appears to be for the purpose of representing “all 
sounds present in North Indian as well as  South Indian scripts” in Grantha script, 
it is noteworthy that no attempt was made to make the Grantha encoding 
completely compatible with the Devanagari script. (see section 3.3 for more 
discussion). 

 
The primary task of the WG02 and the experts it consulted was to essentially review the 
attestation samples submitted in L2/09-141, L2/09-141R  and L2/09-345.  Subsequently, 
the WG02 needed to review the conflicting requirements in encoding a script whose 
primary value is in preserving heritage manuscripts and inscriptions vs. an evolutionary 
modern usage of a heritage script and extend it to handle characters that it didn’t 
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appear to have integrated into its system despite its co-existence with the 
Tamil/Dravidian scripts for well over 1400 years.  
 
The WG02 also notes the significant attention these proposals have garnered in Tamil 
Nadu and the diaspora.  The WG02 has attempted to investigate all of the various 
grantha proposals and provide as much technical information to the Unicode Technical 
Committee as well as others interested in this issue. 
 

3.1 Goals of the Investigation 
 
Thus there are essentially three cases that the WG02 needs to review and comment on. 
  

1. Verify the claimed attestation for the presence of the seven Tamil characters in 
native Grantha script as claimed in the proposals L2/09-141, L2/09-141R and 
L2/09-345 since this is the foundation for the consensus basis document that 
GoI’s Grantha proposal is based on. 

 
2. Review the transliteration requirement in the current Government of India 

proposal (L2/10-426) and see if that leads to any technical problems, such as 
confusables in digitizing and encoding inscriptions and manuscripts. 

 
3. Review the issues raised by L2/11-002, about the security considerations caused 

by confusable characters that are common to both Tamil and Grantha scripts but 
well attested in Grantha. 

 

3.2 Observations from the Investigation 
 
We make the following observations: 
 

1. Historically Grantha script is believed to have been created to write Sanskrit and 
the script only had characters defined for Sanskrit language.  While it seems to 
have been adapted to write other languages related to the Indo-Aryan language 
family and sometimes Telugu and Kannada, it is erroneous to classify it as a 
multilingual script.  In the inscriptional records of the south, the letters from 
grantha and Tamil scripts are found to have been freely mixed.  The GoI proposal 
clearly identifies context of the use for the proposed characters as "Used for 
writing Sanskrit (including Vedic) both independently and as part of Tamil 
Manipravalam". Sanskrit scripts are not known to have included the seven Tamil 
characters.  The modern Devanagari script seems to have included the 
Tamil/Dravidian characters in the late 20th century for administrative 
transliteration purposes though it is rare to see them included in popular usage 
including government signs in the south where one would expect to use them.  
Also, in the Devanagari encoding, brand new glyphs for the Tamil/Dravidian 
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characters were designed that don’t bear any similarity to the Tamil characters 
unlike those proposed for Grantha. 
 

2. The proposed additional characters don’t appear to have been native part of the 
Grantha script nor can we find any authentic attested use of such characters 
though in the 1400 years of its use one would have seen enough examples had it 
been otherwise. 

 
3. The only purported attestation that we can find is from the Grantha proposals 

L2/09-141, L2/09-141R and L2/09-345 submitted to the Unicode Technical 
Committee.  However, we found several issues with these proposals and in 
particular found that the evidence claimed in support of the proposal to add the 
seven Tamil/Dravidian character to be less than credible. (see section 3.3 for 
detailed discussion of these proposals.) 

 
4. The technical experts that we consulted believe that the encoding of 

Tamil/Dravidian characters in Grantha is likely to cause confusion when 
inscriptions and manuscripts in mixed Tamil-Grantha scripts are digitized. 

 
a. The five Tamil characters and the two Tamil vowel signs belong to the 

Tamil script and they must be recognized and encoded as such when the 
inscriptions spanning 1400 years are digitized. As there is no attested 
usage of these Tamil characters in the Grantha script  it is not appropriate 
to encode them as Grantha characters.  That may mislead future scholars 
when studying these inscriptions. It would compromise the integrity of 
these documents and the process of documenting them. While it has 
been suggested by Author1 during the WG02 discussions that the 
Grantha Independent E/O are visually different from the Tamil 

Independent E/O,  the puḷḷi is essentially a feature of Tamil orthography 

and not Grantha orthography. As such observing the puḷḷi a digitizer 

would select the Grantha characters with puḷḷi. Grantha scholars also 
inform us that the Grantha O has a glyphic variant identical to the Tamil 
O, therefore it is still confusable. 

 
b. To record the inscriptions with historical accuracy, the scripts should 

preserve the language attribution, leaving the interpretation to scholars. 
Printing of such inscriptions should correctly render the Tamil parts and 
the Grantha parts.  Replacing the Tamil characters with equivalent neo-
Grantha characters can lead to imprecise recording and printing of 
historical documents. 

 
c. The two scripts also follow different orthographic rules (linear Tamil vs. 

stacking conjuncts for Grantha) and without the use of dot (puḷḷi) for the 
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Tamil characters, applying Grantha orthographic rules for these Tamil 
characters is problematic and inaccurate and of course unattested. 

 
d. The historical inscriptions have to be in both Tamil and Grantha scripts 

and encoding these Tamil characters in both Tamil and Grantha scripts in 
the same document is bound to cause confusion as to the identity of the 
script since the characters are nearly identical. 

 
e. From epigraphic record considerations, the addition of Tamil characters 

that have not been attested to be part of the Grantha script to the 
proposed Grantha block should be disallowed. 

 
5. The Grantha and Tamil scripts already have several common characters and there 

is concern that such characters could lead to phishing attacks and other problems 
with internationalized domain names are registered.  IDN experts formulate 
appropriate defense mechanisms to prevent such attacks. However, there is a 
recognition among several of us that disunifying the Tamil and Grantha scripts is 
the right decision. To address these IDN concerns, the IDN committee advising 
the Government of India is of the opinion that the government should not permit 
mixing of Tamil script and Grantha script in registering domain names and the 
IDN committee advising the Government of Malaysia is inclined to disallow 
registering domain names in Grantha script entirely.  We also note that 
http://unicode.org/reports/tr39 already addresses whole script and mixed script 
confusables. 

 
6. In view of the number of similar characters between Tamil and Grantha already 

attested to be part of both scripts, it is unwise to add more to this mix by 
arbitrarily creating seven unattested Tamil/Grantha characters in the Grantha 
block.  

 

3.3 Claims of attestation of the contested seven characters in Grantha 
 
The proposals L2/09-141, L2/09-141R and L2/09-345  are the only ones that asserted that 
the seven Tamil/Dravidian characters have been integral part of Grantha script citing 
samples as attestation in support of this claim.  In order to evaluate the validity of this 
suggestion, it is necessary to examine the reasons and evidence submitted. Let us look at 
what the Author1 said were the reasons for adding the seven Tamil/Dravidian 
characters. 
 

From [L2/09-345, p3]: 

 
Devanagari script in Unicode allows for the transcription of Dravidian language letters – vowels 
short e, short o, consonants RRA, LLLA and NNNA. In a similar fashion, in order to facilitate the 
transliteration from the four Dravidian language scripts and Devanagari script, these five letters 
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from Dravidian languages need to be encoded in the Grantha script block. Samples are included 
in Section 14.0 (pages 20, 21). Adding the capability to transcribe the Dravidian language letters is 
called “extended” Devanagari or Grantha script in literature. These Dravidian letters in Grantha 
script, as in Devanagari, are essential to write down nouns such as personal, river and place 
names and so on. 
 
R. Gruenendahl, Ref. [1], page xiiv, states the need for short e and short o vowels: “Both long and 
short diphthongs (ele, olo), the distinction of which is a characteristic of several Dravidian 
languages and scripts, have found their way into South Indian Sanskrit manuscripts and prints.” 

These short letters are usually indicated using a dot (puḷḷi) sign over the corresponding long 
vowels.  

 

Author1’s quote from Grünendahl selectively withholds information contradicting his 
case for including e and o in the Grantha set. What Grünendahl says is given in full 
below: 
 

Both long and short diphthongs (e/ē and o/ō), the distinction of which is a 

characteristic of several Dravidian languages and scripts, have found their way into 

South Indian Sanskrit manuscripts and prints. In some sources they seem to be used 

indiscriminately while in others preference is given to one or the other. As a rule, I 

have given exact transliteration of long and short diphthongs although the distinction 

is inconsequential for Sanskrit (for examples see the lists of conjuncts).
1
 

 
The fact that the two glyphs e vs. ē (or o vs. ō) were used indiscriminately indicates that 
they represented/encoded the same sound, i.e., Sanskrit long e (or long o).  It is because 
of this “the distinction is inconsequential for Sanskrit”. Given this statement by 
Grünendahl, we do not see any basis for concluding that Grünendahl states the need for 
short e and short o vowels in Sanskrit. 
 

Author1 further states that short e and short o “are usually indicated using a dot (puḷḷi) 
sign over the corresponding long vowels.” Author1 not only assumes that Grünendahl is 
talking about Grantha script alone but also, in the way this sentence reads, may lead  the 
reader to think that in Sanskrit manuscripts and prints short e and short o are ‘usually’ 
represented with dot over the corresponding long vowels. If anything, the 
representation of short e and short o with a dot over the corresponding long vowels is 
seen only in the case of Tamil.  Author1 has singularly failed to provide any attested 
evidence from printed books or palm leaf manuscripts or epigraphs for the use of short e 
with dot or short o with dot to indicate short vowels in Sanskrit manuscripts or prints.  
Indeed it is also commonly understood that Sanskrit has only the long vowels e and o.  
 

The puḷḷi diacritic is essentially a Tamil orthographic feature that has been historically 
used in the various Tamil scripts starting from Tamil Brahmi, through Vaṭṭeḻuttu to the 

                                                      
1 
 � Grünendahl, p. xiii 
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modern Tamil script. The use of dot (puḷḷi) sign to indicate short vowels e and o as well 
as base consonants without the inherent ‘a’ was prescribed for Tamil in the ancient 

grammar Tolkappiyam.  Use of puḷḷi in Tamil orthography since 1st century C.E. is well 
attested. (see Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Thirunatharkunru Tamil Vattezhuttu inscription, 6th century CE, showing puḷḷi 
(Courtesy Dr. S. Swaminathan) 

 

While use of puḷḷi is often seen in inscriptions, it is rare to see puḷḷi being used in palm 
leaf manuscripts, particularly as a short vowel sign.  Figure 2 shows an extremely rare 
instance discovered by Dr. Jean-Luc Chevillard at the EFEO, Pudhucceri (manuscript no 

1529, leaf 16b) while specifically researching puḷḷi in response to private inquiries. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Palm leaf manuscript showing puḷḷi as a vowel marker  
(courtesy EFEO, Pudhucceri) 

 

Dr. Chevillard also pointed us to another use of puḷḷi in palm manuscripts – as an error 

mark to indicate incorrect inscription of characters.  In Figure 3, the puḷḷi on top of the 
fourth character from the right indicates that it was inscribed in error and must be 
discarded while reading.   
 

 
 

Figure 3. MSS showing puḷḷi as an error mark (courtesy Dr. Jean-Luc Chevillard) 
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(See http://www.linguist.univ-paris-diderot.fr/~chevilla/glyphlst.htm ) 
 

Dr Iravatham Mahadevan, the well-known Tamil epigraphist, while praising puḷḷi as the 

greatest invention in Indian Epigraphy, observes that the use of puḷḷi enabled Tamil to do 
away with the cumbersome conjunct consonant system of Nagari and Grantha while also 
making it possible to write basic consonants in the final position which Prakrit 
inscriptions could not. He believes that the virama symbol used in Nagari to mark basic 

consonants is an adaptation of the Tamil puḷḷi system.  
 
Grantha script uses Virama in its orthography to indicate basic consonants especially in 

the word final positions. If the Tamil equivalent of virama i.e. puḷḷi which has been used 
for short e and o in Tamil is borrowed for the same in Grantha, it is a misrepresentation 
of the historical forms of the scripts especially since the Grantha virama is still being 

used to indicate basic consonants.  Besides, since puḷḷi  is also used as an error marker in 
palm leaf manuscripts, using it as a short vowel marketer as suggested by Author1 can 
create ambiguity when such manuscripts are scanned and encoded. 
 
Experts consulted by WG02 have not come across any inscriptions, manuscripts or 

printed documents to substantiate the use of puḷḷi as a diacritic to mark short e and 
short o in Grantha. In fact, as Grantha is used for Sanskrit and Sanskrit does not have 

short e and o, one wonders why Grantha manuscripts would ever use puḷḷi for short e 
and o. 
 
Author1 further says the following to support his case for including the seven Tamil 
characters into the Grantha set.  
 

On the transcription of Dravidian language letters – vowels short e, short o, 
consonants RRA, LLLA and NNNA in the Grantha script, P. Visalakshy (ref. [2]. 
Page 66) states that “The variety of Grantha script suitable enough to represent 
both Tamil and Sanskrit is known as ‘Tamil Grantha’ or ‘Grantha Tamil.’2 

 
We contacted Dr. Visalakshy directly to understand the context of this quote. She told us 
that by Tamil Grantha or Grantha Tamil, she only meant a character set that included a 

character for ள (ḷa). She did not mean to add the seven additional Tamil characters to 
Grantha as proposed by Author1. She does not advocate adding the letters to Grantha 
alphabet. WG02 is willing to provide the contact information of Dr Visalakshy in this 
regard so that UTC may independently verify our feedback from her.   
 

                                                      
2 
 � L2/09-345, pp. 3-4 
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While Author1 has been using Dr. Visalakshy’s quote to emphasize his concept that 
Grantha is a superscript that was used to write both Sanskrit and Tamil, it is pertinent to 
note that Dr. Visalakshy clearly identifies Grantha as essentially a script “intended to 
write the Sanskrit language alone.” (see Fig. 4) 
 

 

Figure 4. “The Grantha Script”, P. Visalakshy(2003), p69 

 
Researching further into Dr. Visalakshy's sources, we found that Burnell (Elements of 
South Indian Palaeography, 1878, p 44) refers to the post-Vatteluttu Tamil as Grantha 
Tamil, because it was adapted from what he considers the Grantha script -- the ancestor 
of the modern Grantha script.  Burnell says, under the caption "Grantha-Tamil": 
 

"The origin of this Tamil alphabet is apparent at first sight; it is a Brahminical 

adaptation of the Grantha letters corresponding to the old Vaṭṭeḻuttu, from 

which, however, the last four signs (ḻ, ḷ, ṟ and ṉ ) have been retained, the Grantha 
not possessing equivalents." 
 

He later on adds:  
 

"The Grantha-Tamil differs from the Grantha-alphabet in precisely the same way 

as the Vaṭṭeḻuttu, as far as the reduplication of consonants and the expression of 
the absence of the inherent vowel (virama) are concerned". 
 

Again, these references don’t imply that Tamil and Grantha are essentially part of a 
“super script” called “Grantha-Tamil” or “Tamil Grantha”. 
 
Author1 further says the following to support his case for including the seven Tamil 
characters into the Grantha set.  
 

Malayalam script is a direct descendent of the Grantha script, and can be seen 
using all these 5 Dravidian letters. Because Grantha script block will have to be 
disunified from Malayalam and Tamil blocks as requested by user communities, 
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like all other letters, these Dravidian language letters are needed in the Grantha 
block itself. 

   
This seems to imply that because Malayalam is a descendant of Grantha, and Malayalam 
uses the 5 characters, Grantha should have them as well. This is entirely misleading. 
Burnell, 1878, p 42 clearly says that while the Grantha script was adapted for writing 

Malayalam, the letters for ṟa, ḻa and ḷa were adopted from Vatteluttu. This clearly 

indicates they were not present in Grantha but only came to Malayalam from Vaṭṭeḻuttu. 
 
Further it is stated that: 
 

The virama shape and location are quite different from Tamil or Malayalam, and 
conjunct clusters are preferred in the Grantha script examples as shown in Pages 
21 and 22. 
 

The Grantha script examples of the Nalayiram Author1 has provided in pp. 21 and 22 are 
not from any published book or epigraph or palm leaf manuscript. They appear to be 
made up evidence composed of handwritten samples of Tamil texts written in Grantha 
script.  More on this later. 
 
In connection with this it should be noted that the supposed evidence is full of errors.  
 
As far as the Nalayira Divya Prabandham evidence on page 21 is concerned: 
 

1. The title Periyāḻvār Tirumoḻikaḷ must in fact be Periyāḻvār Tirumoḻi. 
2. Before ”Cevvi Tirukkāppu” the word Cēvaṭi is missing. 

3. Appāñcacaṉṉiyam Pallāṇṭu must in fact read Pallāṇṭē at the end as per Tamil 
prosody rules, while some internet sources give it erroneously as shown here. 

4. Perutāṉukku should in fact be Porutāṉukku. 

5. Kuṟutumē should be Kūṟutumē with a long initial ū.  

6. Vaṭivār Cōti Valattuṟaiyum Cutarāḻiyum Pallāṇṭu has been written with the 
cīr (Tamil metrical unit) distributed wrongly. Proper academic publications of 

Tamil verses do not transgress the cīr rules in publications nor would scholars 
do it. 

7. The general practice in writing Tamil Vaishnava texts in other scripts such as 
Devanagari and Telugu (see http://prapatti.com for such texts in PDF form) is 
to use the third varga consonant to indicate the voiced sound – for example 

pallāṇṭu maṅkai etc is actually written as pallāṇḍu maṅgai in Devanagari or 
Telugu scripts to help them understand the Tamil pronunciation. However, 
this text seems to have done a one-to-one transliteration which is not the 
practice. 
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In summary, this evidence cannot be taken as been given by a proper Vaishnava scholar 
at all because of all the above errors within the few verses given here itself. It seems to 
be written by somebody who is not a Vaishnava scholar and is also not well versed with 
these verses. Thus this is not proper attestation. 
 
Next on page 22 some random collection of place names etc., has been given in 

handwriting. Here also errors like Kīḻppākkam missing the double pa and showing one 

pa are seen. The example oṟṟiyūr, embedded as a separate image in the PDF below the 
other examples seems an afterthought, because otherwise the independent short vowel 
O does not occur in the Nalayira Divya Prabandham sample. The handwriting in these 
random place name samples is identical to that of the Divya Prabandham sample. It is 
also unknown why a proper Sabha will give such a random collection of names in a real 
publication and in such an untidy manner. All this calls the authenticity of the evidence 
into question.  

 
These samples are said to be originating from one institution called Samskrita 
Granthalipi Sabha, Chennai. 
 

a. Native Tamil scholars of Sanskrit publishing Grantha works for over 30 
years that we contacted are not aware of any such institution. Our expert 
panels had never heard such an institution. Despite repeated public requests, 
Author1 has not provided any details about the said institution. 

 
b. Author2, a member of the Government of India committee, had also 
registered the fact that such an institution is not traceable in a document 
filed with the UTC (L2/09-316, p 20). 

 
c. It is noted that this institution is said to have provided only a handwritten 
document and not any print references. 

 
d. Even if such an institution were to exist, the standards of verification for 
any claimed attestations would be expected to insist on multiple sources 
independently confirming such usage as the norm, particularly for a script as 
Grantha with such long, continuous usage for over 1400 years.  The WG02 
expert panels couldn’t find any other sources to validate the claims attributed 
Samskrita Grantha Lipi sabha. Any attestation for such an historical script 
should have high standards of attestation and this fails to meet that standard. 

 
e. One cannot make any conclusion based on one hand-written document 
from the 21st century.  If Tamil literature were written in Grantha script, 
there would be a long tradition stretching back centuries.  In the absence of 
such track record, we have to conclude that the attribution to the Samskrita 
Granthalipi Sabha is unverifiable at the least and hence must be disregarded. 
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f. While the experts group doubts the authenticity of the hand-written 
document from the "Samskrita Granthalipi sabha, Chennai" that is said to 
contain Tamil literature in Grantha script (L2/09-141R), it is ready to 
reconsider any further contact information for the Samskritha Granthalipi 
Sabha at Chennai is provided so that the evidence submitted to the UTC 
could be independently verified. 

 
 

Apart from the unverifiable Samskrita Granthalipi Sabha evidence, In further support of 
the presence of the Tamil characters in Grantha Author1 states: 

 
Tamil texts such as Tiruvempavai, Tevaram, Nalaayiram have been written in 
Grantha script on palm leaves. For these Grantha letters to behave the same way 
in clusters, virama taking, etc., they need to be encoded in the Grantha block.3 

 
The Nalayiram evidence has been examined above and shown to be untenable. As for 
the Tiruvempavai and Devaram evidence, Author1 himself says in section 4 of his 
proposal: 
 

J. R. Marr, ("Some Manuscripts in the Grantha Script in Bangkok", Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, XXXII, pt. 2, 1969. pp. 281-322) describes 
several Tamil/Dravidian texts written in the Grantha script in Thailand and are 
still used in royal coronation rituals. Some samples provided from Samskrita 
Granthalipi Sabha, Chennai (Madras), India are included as samples in the next 
page. 
 

Author1 has failed to indicate the real nature of the manuscripts in Bangkok. The 
corrupted nature of the texts in question is described by Marr in the following words. 
 

As will be shown in connection with the texts, they are so corruptly presented 
that all rules of phonology of the original language are ignored. For example, no 
distinction is made between plosives of the retroflex and dental series. While this 
is normal in a Thai context, the barrier between the two is fundamental to 
Dravidian and to Tamil in particular. Moreover, since the syllabaries of these MSS 
are Grantha containing four plosives per varga rather than the one of Tamil, it 
follows that eight characters are used indiscriminately to represent the various 

phonemes written with 1 ṭ and 1 t in Tamil. Thus, apart from graphemes for 
voiced plosives, those for the aspirates are introduced, against Tamil 
phonological rules as well as those of its writing system. 

 

                                                      
3 
 � L2/09-345, pp. 3-4 
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The original Tamil texts, then, were of little help in the decipherment of the script which 
indeed affords the Tamil student a good measure of ortho-graphic disinformation. Such 
corrupt texts cannot be used as a basis for developing any standard character set for any 
alphabet, let alone Grantha.  
 
Even if it is taken as evidence for some need of accurately representing those 
manuscripts, it should be noted that these manuscripts give no room for encoding 

separate short vowels e o (with or without puḷḷi) or for the Dravidian consonants LLLA 
RRA and NNNA. Please see: 
  
In a paper titled after the same “Theevaaram verses in Pallava-Chola-Grantha script”, 
Proceedings of the Second International Conferenc–Seminar  of Tamil Studies, (Madras, 
International Association of Tamil Research, 1971), Vol. 2. pp. 70-78, S Singaravelu states 
about the orthography: 
 

 

 
clearly indicating that the short and long vowels e and o were not distinguished. 
 
As for the consonants, the manuscripts have replaced LLLA by RA, RRA by TA and NNNA 
by NA as seen in the following samples from pp 312 and 314 of Marr's paper where the 
first line is the direct transcription of the Thai Grantha manuscript and the second line is 

the transcription of the standard version of the tēvāram accepted in Tamil Nadu: 
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Marr (on p 291) even considers one example of what seems to be the Tamil NNNA glyph 
and rejects it as an error for the retroflex NNNA.  
 
As such it is clear that Marr's paper or the Thai Grantha manuscripts referred to does not 
in any way support the encoding of these characters. 
 
Finally to support the use of indicating the use of dots to indicate short e and short o in 
Grantha, Author1 says the following. 4 
   

Capt. Henry Harkness, M.R.A.S, Ancient and Modern alphabets of the Popular 
Hindu Languages of the Southern peninsula of India, Royal Asiatic Society, 

London, 1838 uses the dot, called puḷḷi, symbol on top of the vowel signs for 
short e and short o vowels. This practice is seen in inscriptions of the temples of 
Tamil Nadu and grammars like Tolkaappiyam. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Puḷḷi diacritics on Tamil vowel signs but not on Grantha (Harkness 1838, p2) 

 
The only problem here is that Harkness is talking about Tamil script and not Grantha 
script as can be seen in Figure 4. 
 
The part which shows the script name Tamil was not shown by Author1. It should also be 
noted that Harkness does not attest the three consonants under Grantha but only for 
Tamil. 
 
In conclusion, we can state that there is no attested evidence of Grantha script ever 
having included characters for short e or short o or Tamil consonants LLLA, RRA, NNNA. 
It is then advisable that the UTC only implement a Grantha proposal that does not 
include any unattested Tamil letters in the Grantha script and also ensure that texts in 
Tamil mixed with Sanskrit texts are properly identified. 

                                                      
4 
 � L2/09-345, p. 20,  
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3.4 Considering the transliteration argument for Grantha 
 
Another reason advanced by Author1 to include the seven Tamil characters in the 
Grantha script is given below.   
 

The Grantha script code chart also includes the Dravidian letters (Section 4.0) 
needed for transcribing Dravidian texts and nouns such as place names inscribed 
in other Indian scripts such as Tamil or Devanagari.5 

 
Indeed this reason seems to have been accepted by Author2 in his Grantha proposal 
also. Author2 says,  
 

Kannada and Telugu, while totally phonetic scripts, do have the short vowels E 
and O, and to transliterate these, one requires Grantha characters for those 
vowels, both independent and dependent. The shapes proposed for these 

characters are the same as those of the long vowels with a “puḷḷi” added on top. 
The Tamil script formerly marked its short vowels thus (as shown below from ref 
12 pp 1 and 2) and the same would be appropriate for Grantha today. 

  

Author2 however clearly states that these are adapted from Tamil only and not an 
attested part of the Grantha script. 
 
Transliteration and transcription mean the same thing when it comes to a phonetic 
script like Kannada or Telugu. (They will mean different things in the context of Tamil, a 
phonemic script.) One of the examples Sharma cites to illustrate this is the place name 

Oṅgōlu in Andhra Pradesh as given below. 
 

 

Figure 5. Place name Ongole in Telugu and Grantha scripts 

 
Telugu rendering is on the left and proposed Grantha rendering is on the right. Now 
compare the Devanagari rendering of the same name at the railway station in the town.6 
 

                                                      
5 
 � L2/09-345, p. 20. 

 

6 
 � http://ongoleinfo.com/ongpics/images/index.php?start=15 , visited December 19, 

2010.  
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Figure 6. Ongole Railway Station 

 

It so happens that this place has been mentioned as Ōṃgōḍu in a two Pallava copper 
plate inscriptions whose dates range from 5th to 7th century CE. The script used in one of 
the inscriptions was Telugu-Kannada script of the 7th century CE and the language was 
Sanskrit. This inscription is published in Grantha script in “Thirty Pallava Copper Plates” 
(reprinted 1999 by Ulaga Tamil Araycchi Niruvanam, Chennai). As seen in line 18 in 

Appendix D, the name of the place is rendered in Grantha as  in the book.7  
If the initial vowel in the place name in the 7th century was the same as it is today, then 
we note that the inscriber did not bother to inscribe a short o.  
 

Thus the Telugu place name Oṃgōlu has been transcribed in Hindi using Devanagari 

script as Ōṃgōlu today. Its 7th century name had been rendered in Sanskrit as Ōṃgōḍu 
using Telugu-Kannada letters and even in Grantha. Writing Telugu place names with the 
letters available in traditional Devanagari or Grantha has been the customary practice. 
 
This can also be seen in a Tri-lingual inscription in Sanskrit, Telugu, and Tamil. Telugu 
inscription in Grantha script of the 13th century.8 There is no use of short o with dots on 

top of Grantha long ō as can be seen in the Telugu word okkaṭi rendered as .  
 

                                                      
7 
 � Sastri (1982 [1919-20]:255) (Epigraphia Indica 15, p. 255) has read the name  in the inscription 

as Ōgōṃḍu and suggests that it be corrected to read as Ōṃgōḍu. I have taken the reading in the later 
publication, “Thirty Pallava Copper Plates,” to be an updated reading. In either case, the first letter is not a 
short o. 
 

8 
 � South Indian Inscriptions 23, no. 580, pp. 400-405 (Appendix D) 
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Figure 7 Trilingual Inscription showing Telugu Okkati in Grantha (See Appendix D) 

 

Figure 8. Trilingual (Sanskrit/Tamil/Telugu) Inscription showing complex Grantha usage 

of Tamil characters (See Appendix D) 
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In the same trilingual inscription, we see a complex usage of Tamil characters and 
Dravidian sounds in this mixed script.  In line 3, though a Grantha long O could have 

been used, a Tamil long O is used.  In line 4, the word mūṉṟu the is written as mūṇdru 
showing that the Tamil ṟ is avoided entirely with the transcription of the sounds with 

native Grantha characters.  On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that the Tamil ṟ is 

borrowed as is. Line 13 is more complex.  The Tamil letter ḻ is borrowed as is with Tamil 

puḷḷi.  In this inscription, the Tamil portion shows a liberal borrowing of native Grantha 
letters in the midst of Tamil words and sentences. Epigraphists that WG02 consulted are 
of the opinion that the inscribers were mixing letters from both Tamil and Sanskrit using 
both Tamil and Grantha scripts and that they should be encoded in their original 
language using their original glyphs. (See Appendix D, Telugu in Grantha inscription) 

 
Similarly, a Kannada inscription in Srirangam temple is inscribed in Grantha script.9 Here 
again there is no effort to use any short e or short o letters with dots over the 
corresponding long ē or long ō in Grantha. This can be seen in the word nelanu rendered 

as  in line 7 in the Srirangam inscription without using any dot or any 
other mark of distinction over the Grantha long ē. 
 

The next two figures show an identical title “Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ” that are inscribed in the 
Sendalai Pillar inscriptions.  Except for the “Sri” prefix, the rest of the names are written 
in either Tamil script or Grantha script.  It is instructive to notice the various differences 

of the two scripts.   In the Grantha script, the consonant cluster “ḷva” is stacked while in 

the Tamil script because of the use of puḷḷi the consonant cluster is linearized and 
written as a sequence.  Also note that the Grantha script does not use the Tamil 
consonant NNNA preferring to use the Grantha consonant NA while the Tamil version 
does use the consonant NNNA. 
 

                                                      
9 
 � South Indian Inscriptions 24, no. 310, pp. 321-322 (Appendix E) 
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Figure 9. Sendalai Pillar Inscription - Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ in Grantha 

(courtesy: http://www.tnarch.gov.in/images/epi-ins/grantha/pic5.gif) 

 

 

Figure 10.  Sendalai Pillar Inscription - Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ in Tamil 

(courtesy  Dr. S. Palaniappan) 

Another example of how in the inscriptional records, script boundaries have been 
ignored by the inscribers is seen in the Trilingual inscription (Appendix D – ASI South 
Indian Inscriptions Vol XXIII, p400-405) that contains Sanskrit and Telugu text in Grantha 
and the Tamil text in mostly Tamil script.  In section E (pp 404-405), the Tamil section 
shows free borrowal of Grantha characters in the middle of Tamil words and sentences.  
This attestation doesn’t mean that these Grantha characters should now be part of Tamil 
encoding or that Tamil and Grantha should be enclosed in a superset.  It only shows that 
inscriptional records are complex and that it is best to leave them to the epigraphists 
and linguists to study them while the engineers should attempt to help the specialists 
interpret the data as they see fit without adding to the complexity.  In this record, it is 
best to leave the Tamil characters in Tamil block and the Grantha characters in the 
proposed Grantha blocks and to the extent possible minimize confusion by not trying to 
duplicate any character that belongs to the other script in the mistaken notion that one 
of the scripts is a superscript. 
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In this context the statement of the Sanskrit scholars recounted above under 3.0 point 7 
about scripts not being unnecessarily extended to represent sounds of other languages 
is particularly relevant.  
 
However we should also concede that the same scholars have given a proviso saying that 
“If at all it is considered useful, it may be only done so long as it does not have any bad 
effects on the way Sanskrit is written in Grantha. We repeat this only to emphasize our 
strong view on this.” 10 
 
While the Sanskrit scholars were right to point out that there should not be any adverse 
effect on Sanskrit due to the addition of new characters to Grantha, we believe that the 
same scholars, being Tamilians native of Tamil Nadu, and perhaps being the first scholars 
to submit a document in Tamil (with English translation) to the UTC, will also certainly 
accept to add the condition that the addition of new characters do not adversely affect 
Tamil as well, seeing as Tamil texts are mixed in with Sanskrit/Grantha texts in many 
inscriptions. 
 
The GOI has also said in their meeting summary L2/10-409 and proposal L2/10-426 that 
transliteration is the rationale for encoding of these characters. However there doesn’t 
seem to have been a discussion in the Government of India committee to design 
different glyphs for these additional characters like in Devanagari rather than simply 
borrow them from Tamil and it doesn’t appear that the Government of India committee 
considered whether the attestation accepted by UTC can be verified. Given the above 
concerns in confusability in digitization of mixed Tamil and Grantha manuscripts the GOI 
may be requested to reconsider the transliteration issue. 
 
It is noteworthy that no attempt was made to make the Grantha encoding completely 
compatible with the Devanagari Unicode block which contains many more characters. 
 
Though both Devanagari and Grantha scripts were created and historically used to write 
Sanskrit, modern Devanagari has assumed the role of an administrative super-script that 
attempts to encode all sounds present in both North and South Indian language.  
Devanagari has a very large installed base of users running into hundreds of millions and 
is the official state script for Hindi, an official language of India.   
 
Grantha script, on the other hand, is a heritage script of immense importance from 
epigraphical perspective with more than hundred thousand inscriptional records 
containing Tamil and Grantha script mixed together. The user community for Grantha is 
tiny, numbering less than 50,000, mostly Hindu priestly communities and to a smaller 

                                                      
10 
 � Request from scholars of the Grantha user community, L2/10-233, p. 4 
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extent research scholars interested in the heritage documents of Tamil Nadu and other 
southern states. 
 
While adding Dravidian characters to Devanagari with newly designed characters has no 
impact on the heritage documents, adding Tamil-identical characters to Grantha has the 
potential to create confusion when epigraphical records containing mixed Grantha and 
Tamil characters begin to get encoded. 
 
While Sanskrit scholars in general are understandably reluctant to add non-Sanskrit 
characters to the Grantha script, they have gone on record stating that "if at all it is 
considered useful, it may be only done so long as it does not have any bad effects on the 
way Sanskrit is written in Grantha."  These scholars are also understandably sensitive to 
the concerns of users of other scripts who may feel threatened by a southern “super 
script.” 
 
This is not to say that Grantha as a heritage script must be frozen.  However, it is 
important to let the user community of epigraphists, religious users and research 
scholars decide for themselves over the years to see how this script should evolve.  
Proposals by non-specialists or committees with little interaction with all of the user 
communities including epigraphists, need to be reviewed very carefully by the real world 
usage before such evolutionary steps can be taken. The stability principle of Unicode 
pretty much mandates that deprecation is difficult but addition is relatively easy.  And 
such additions are best initiated by the user community itself.  If that can be done at all 
in a way that doesn't conflict with the interests of other scripts or the interests of 
preservation of accurate historical records, then it is entirely viable. 
 
Therefore it may be concluded that the addition of these characters for the 
transliteration issue might be reconsidered and at least postponed for the present 
pending discussions with epigraphists, linguists and other stakeholders involved. 
 
 

3.5 IDN security considerations 
 
The number of characters between Tamil and Grantha code charts that are identical or 
very similar are listed in L2/11-002 (pp 4-5) by Kaviarasan.  This large overlap of identical 
characters can lend itself to significant IDN security issues both as Mixed Script and as 
Whole Script confusable strings as documented in Unicode Technical Report 36 
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr36/)  and Unicode Technical Report 39 
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr39/). However, the native Grantha orthography 
(stacked characters) if used correctly can disambiguate between similar looking glyphs. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to construct visually identical strings, however meaningless in 
Tamil or Sanskrit or both using Grantha and Tamil code points. 
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Rather than unify the common characters in the Tamil block and wrestle with the 
orthographic requirements of Grantha while using characters from the Tamil block, it is 
still best to keep these disunified but handle the visually confusing characters using the 
mechanisms already recommended by TR36, TR39 and ICANN’s guidelines for 
implementation (http://www.icann.org/en/topics/idn/implementation-guidelines.htm).  
The registration and usage requirements of domains using Grantha character set are 
likely to be tiny considering the size of the user community ( < 50,000) in comparison to 
the 70 million+ strong Tamil user community.  This will require a careful modification of 
the confusables.txt (http://www.unicode.org/Public/security/revision-04/confusables.txt 
) and a tight control of the registry in consultation with the experts handling the IDN 
security issues in India and other countries where Tamil domains are likely to be popular. 
 

4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations from the Investigation 
 
Based on the above and in the absence of verifiable attested evidence in Grantha for any 
of these characters, it is to be concluded that: 
  

a) there is no satisfactory attested evidence or justification to encode the 
Tamil/Dravidian characters in the Grantha block 

 
b) addition of these characters can cause problems of misidentification in 

digitization and the transliteration requirement may clash with this requirement 
and  

 
c) in addition they unjustifiably add to the security problems in IDNs 

  
The Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu has announced that a high level experts group will 
investigate the proposal in sufficient depth.  The technical experts in the INFITT WG02 
would like to assist the Chief Minister's High Level Experts group with the required 
information so that they can make an informed decision.  So far, we have not been 
satisfied with the only purported evidence for the presence of these characters as part 
of Grantha script in the UTC docket, that provided by L2/09-141, L2/09-141R and L2/09-
345.  It is also noted that no other document claims that these characters are attested to 
be part of the Grantha script. 
 
WE, the INFITT Working Group 02 on Tamil Unicode, find that the addition of the seven 
Tamil characters to Grantha script is not supported with the evidence submitted to the 
UTC and we ask that these seven characters be withdrawn from the script proposal. 
  
We further request that the transliteration requirement be reviewed more completely 
with significant particpation by epigraphists and linguists familiar with Tamil and Grantha 
scripts, Sanskrit, Tamil and other Dravidian languages and pending the result of that 
review, suspend the transliteration requirement. 
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We further record that we support the disunification of the Tamil and Grantha scripts 
but state for the record that the internationalized domain registrars and authorities take 
cognizance of the potential security issues caused by the confusables between these two 
scripts and take appropriate measures to protect the user community. 
 
We find that the Tamil/Dravidian characters are not attested as Grantha characters, as 
far as the experts that we consulted can determine.  We further request that solid 
evidence be supplied and documented before these are considered for encoding and 
that these characters be removed from the UTC consensus proposal until further study. 
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09141r-Grantha Proposal by Ganesan.pdf Ganesan's revised Grantha proposal  

09277-tamil-grantha-cmt.pdf 

Kent Karlsson on Common glyphs between Tamil and 

Grantha  

09324-comments-on-kent-karlsson-09277.pdf 

Arguments showing that Grantha and Tamil should 

be encoded separately  

09345-grantha-proposal-final--ganesan.zip Dr. Ganesan's Final Grantha proposal to UTC  

10053-summary-of-grantha-proposals.pdf Grantha UTC consensus document  

10265r-grantha-characters-proposed-for-encoding.pdf Grantha UTC consensus basis document  

10426-grantha-proposal.pdf GoI Grantha Proposal to UTC  

10472-grantha-letter-dr-sudalaimuthu-reduced-size.pdf Dr. Palaniappan's comments on Grantha Proposal  

 
 

Annotations: 

 
09141r-Grantha Proposal by Ganesan.pdf, 09345-grantha-proposal-final--ganesan.zip 

These are the original proposals by Dr. Ganesan advocating the addition of Tamil/Dravidian 

characters into the Grantha script.  Ganesan's original proposal is the only one that attempts to 

make the case for adding Tamil/Dravidian characters with historical evidence that the use of these 

characters as part of the Grantha script. 

  

Ganesan's proposal cites several different cases in support of the claim that these Tamil/Dravidian 

characters have been part of the Grantha script and you can read the proposal in detail to 

understand it. 

  

But to summarize Ganesan's claims here are the cases he cites: 

  

1. Section 14, page 19, 20, 21: Naalaayira Divya Prabandham, a Tamil text in Grantha script, 

including additional hand-written samples from a "Samskrita Grantha Lipi Sabha, Chennai (Madras)" 

2. Section 14, page 19. "Tamil/Dravidian texts" written in the Grantha script in Thailand citing J. R. 

Marr's papers 

3. Section 14, page 19, Capt. Henry Harkness, to cite the use of puLLi as supporting evidence for the 

characters with puLLI in Grantha short e and o 

4. Section 4, page 3, cites Grunendahl et al to show that use of short e and short o (characteristic of 

Dravidian languages and scripts) have found their way into South Indian manuscripts and prints 

5. Section 4, page 3, 4, cites Visalakshy to describe a Grantha script to represent both Tamil and 

Sanskrit as "Tamil Grantha" or "Grantha Tamil.” 
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6. Section 4, page 4, “The virama shape and location are quite different from Tamil or Malayalam, 

and conjunct clusters are preferred in the Grantha script examples as shown in Pages 21 and 22. 

Tamil texts such as Tiruvempavai, Tevaram, Nalaayiram have been written in Grantha script on palm 

leaves. For these Grantha letters to behave the same way in clusters, virama taking, etc., they need 

to be encoded in the Grantha block.” 

 

Ganesan’s main point seems to be that usage of these 7 characters that are not part of the Sanskrit 

language need to be added to Grantha because they have been historically used to transliterate 

Tamil/Dravidian text using Grantha orthography with Grantha clusters and viramas.  He asserts that 

“Tamil texts such as Tiruvempavai, Tevaram, Nalaayiram have been written in Grantha script on 

palm leaves” though the evidence that he cites are all hand-written.  No estampages from 

inscriptions or photographs of palm manuscripts have been cited.  It is also noted that no contact 

information for the “Samskrita Grantha Lipi Sabha, Chennai (Madras)", the source for these 

handwritten documents has been provided. 

 

It is also important to include Ganesan's comments on Sharma’s Grantha proposal L2/09-372 with 

his document L2/09-405: 

 

<quote> 

 
I just went through the Grantha proposal by Mr. S. Sharma (L2/09-372). The main problem is that the 
close genetic relationship between Malayalam and Grantha scripts is NOT acknowledged in Sharma’s 
proposal. 
 
Isaac Taylor (1829-1901), The alphabet: an account of the origin and development 
of letters. Vol. 2, page 356, 
 
... From it [i.e., Grantha script] are derived two vernacular alphabets which are used on the Malabar 
coast; one is the Tulu Grantha (line 23), and the other the Malayalam,  
Student's Brittanica India, 5 volumes, Editors: Dale Hoiberg and Indu Ramchandani, 
(2000) pg. 349 has the entry on Malayalam language. 
 
Of particular interest is the fact that Malayalam is also written using Tamil Grantha 
script that includes all the 5 Dravidian letters - e, o, llla, nnna and rra.  
 
pg. 349, Malayalam language: 
 
... 
 
... the Malayalam script (derived from the Grantha script, itself derived from Brahmi): it has letters to 
represent all the Sanskrit sounds, besides the Dravidian sounds. The language also uses a script called 
Kolezhuttu (Rod script), which is derived from the Tamil writing system. The Tamil Grantha script is 
used as well to represent all Dravidian letters." 
 
My  Grantha proposal, L2/09-345, requests encoding the Tamil Grantha script in the SMP 
of Unicode, that includes all the Dravidian letters. As they form conjunct clusters and 
virama uses are very different from Tamil script, the 5 Dravidian letters have to be 
encoded in Grantha block in the SMP. 
 
(b) Dravidian letters in Grantha script - History 
 
Some social factors that Dravidian letters came to be written inside Grantha script are 
described by prof. S. N. Sadasivan that may be of interest. 
 
Dr. S. N. Sadasivan, A social history of India, A. P. H. Publishing Co., N. Delhi, 2002, 
pg. 604 
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"... The first script of Malayalam, as a dialect, was Vattezuttu ...  A third group of letters the Grantha-lipi 
(book script) was said to have been introduced ... avidly learned the Grantha lipi and used it for 
extensive writing. Modern Malayalam script is the reformed Grantha letters popularized by Tunchat 
Ezhuttaccan." 
 
In old times, Grantha script was used extensively to write Tamil and other Dravidian texts not just in 
South India, but also in South East Asian countries as well. 

 

</quote> 
 

Again despite his assertion that “Grantha script was used extensively to write Tamil and other 

Dravidian texts not just in South India, but also in South East Asian countries as well” he doesn’t 

provided much attestation for this “extensive” usage except the handwritten evidence from 

“Samkrita Grantha Lipi Sabha.”  
 

09277-tamil-grantha-cmt.pdf and 09324-comments-on-kent-karlsson-09277.pdf  

 

In 09277, Kent Karlsson makes the case that Grantha script is not really an independent script as 

there is a large overlap of glyphs between Tamil and Grantha and proposes that all of the additional 

Grantha characters be added to Tamil block.  He suggests that orthographic variations can be 

handled in font implementation.  In 09324, Shriramana Sharma makes the case that “Tamil does 

not stack consonants, does not have a “repha”, “ra-vattu” or “ya-phalaa” and uses only the 

single ligature K·SSA. Grantha, however, regularly stacks consonants, uses the “reph”, “ravattu” 

and “ya-phalaa” consistently and has very many ligatures apart from K·SSA.” He notes that besides 

the orthographic differences there are other issues that make the Grantha script unique to the 

native users.  He writes “If we go beyond mere orthography, Tamil is phonemic and the same 

character represents different sounds, whereas Grantha is for the most part phonetic and uses each 

character for only one sound.”  He argues that a Tamil and Grantha scripts are sufficiently different 

from each other that “Tamilians (those whose mother tongue is Tamil) who can read Grantha can 

also read the Tamil script. However, the converse is not true. Only a very small fraction of those who 

can read Tamil can also read Grantha. There are also some people who are not Tamilians but are 

comfortable with Grantha owing to have studied the Veda-s using that script. These people 

cannot read Tamil well.”  

 

 These two papers are of interest to those that are concerned about the confusables that are 

common to both Tamil and Grantha, in particular as it applies to the internationalized domain 

names.  There can be additional discussions on the pros and cons of keeping identical glyphs in two 

separate blocks, though to UTC, this seems to be a settled issue since all three proposals agree. 

 

10053-summary-of-grantha-proposals.pdf and 10265r-grantha-characters-proposed-for-

encoding.pdf 

 

This is a critical document as this is where UTC attempts to find a consensus among the three 

competing proposals [09345-Ganesan, Sharma and C-DAC].   It is very important to note that despite 

their later claims for transliteration etc., the original C-DAC Grantha Proposal 

(http://tdil.mit.gov.in/pdf/Unicode_proposal-Grantha_.pdf) by the Government of India didn’t 

include the Tamil/Dravidian characters and neither did the original Grantha proposal by Mr. Sharma. 

It was only after the UTC created a consensus character set that combined the three proposals 
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referred to above and made it the base document that the Government of India committee seems 

to have tried to rationalize the addition of the Tamil characters.  The minutes of the GoI meeting, 

posted to the GBINFITT by Dr. Nakkeeran indicated that the Sanskrit scholars in the GoI committee 

"objected to the presence of characters not used in Sanskrit" and the full committee then reconciles 

the presence of the "Dravidian" characters with the potential need to transcribe Tamil or English 

words into Grantha script. 

 

The UTC’s formula for consensus seems to have been to “approve those characters that are agreed 

upon by at least two parties, are well-documented, and follow standard Unicode encoding 

practices.” But since only Ganesan proposed the addition of 3 Tamil characters ழ , ற, ன , the UTC 

chose to accept Ganesan’s evidence as having been  attested for the three consonants used to 

transcribe Dravidian sounds, and recommend those three be accepted.  As for எ , ஒ, since Sharma’s 

final proposal also conceded potential use for transliteration of Kannada and Telugu proper names 

into Grantha and accepted Ganesan’s proposed glyph for the same, UTC also accepted those two as 

well as the vowel signs with puLLi markers as a consensus. 

 

The Government of India committee starts with 10265r as the base document and has little freedom 

to challenge the consensus assumed by UTC.  When the Sanskrit scholars convened by the 

Government of India objected to the presence of characters not found in Sanskrit in the “consensus” 

proposal, the Government of India committee has a weak response with a recommendation that 

“though these characters are not used for writing Sanskrit in the Grantha script, these may be useful 

in transcribing words of other languages like Tamil or English into the Grantha script and hence 

these should be encoded for Grantha.” [Summary of GoI Grantha Unicode committee meeting, 

October 18, 2010].  

 

10426-grantha-proposal.pdf  and Grandha-GOI-Sep06MtgSummary_TVA.pdf 

 

The summary of the Government of India committee meeting describes the basis document that the 

GoI committee was using and its attempt to resolve the objections of the Sanskrit scholars and the 

UTC consensus document.  It relied on the fact that Devanagari already has the Tamil/Dravidian 

characters to support the notion that Grantha may also have that though unlike the Devanagari 

script, the newly added Tamil/Dravidian characters are similar or identical to Tamil.   There doesn’t 

seem to have been a discussion in the Government of India committee to design different glyphs for 

these additional characters rather than simply borrow them from Tamil and it doesn’t appear that 

the Government of India committee considered whether the attestation accepted by UTC can be 

verified. 

 

10472-grantha-letter-dr-sudalaimuthu-reduced-size.pdf  

 

Dr. Palaniappan, reviews the Grantha proposal from epigraphical perspective and argues that to 

preserve historical accuracy of the inscriptions, letters and characters in the inscriptions be 

preserved in the orthographic style and language of the original.   
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International Forum for Information Technology in Tamil 
A California Non-Profit Technical Society 

 

MINUTES OF THE WG02 MEETING 

Expert panel on the technical problems pertaining to the  

digital encoding of Tamil written Heritage-2010 
 

 

Date  : 22.12.2010 

   Time  : 10.00 A.M. to 5:00 PM 

   Venue  : EFEO Conference Room, Pudhucceri. 

 
 

INFITT MEMBERS PRESENT: 

 

1. Mr. Mani M. Manivannan,  Chair, WG02 

 Senior Director of Engineering, 

 Symantec Corporation, Chennai 
 

2. Dr. Rama. Krishnan, Member, WG02 

 Tamil Scholar, Retd. Engineering Executive  

 SPIC Petrochemical Limited, Chennai 
 

 

CONSULTING EXPERTS PRESENT: 

1. Dr. Jean-Luc Chevillard,  Tamil Research Scholar 

 CNRS, France, 

 Deputed to Ecole française d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO),  

 Pudhucceri. 

 

2. Dr. Dominic Goodall,  Sanskrit Research Scholar 

 Head, Ecole française d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO) 

 Pudhucceri. 
 

3. Dr.  G. Vijayavenugopal,  Epigraphist 

 Editor of the 2 volumes :  

 Pondicherry Inscriptions, 2006 and 2010.  

 Institut Français d’Indologie et École Française d’Extrême-Orient.  

 Collection Indologie, 83.1 and 83.2 (ISBN: 2-85539-661-1 and 978-81-8470-179-1 

 EFEO, Pudhucceri. 

 

4. Shri Varada Desigan,  Tamil and Sanskrit  

 Grantha and Tamil Manuscript Expert  Scholar 

 Engaged in the cataloguing of EFEO collection of 

 Shri Vaishnavaite Manuscripts 

 EFEO, Pudhucceri. 
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5. Dr. Sathyanarayanan,   Tamil and Sanskrit  

 EFEO, Pudhucceri. Epigraphist 

 

6. Dr. S A S Sarma,  Sanskrit and Tamil  

 EFEO, Pudhucceri. Research Scholar 

 

7. Shri Shriramana Sharma,  Sanskrit Research Scholar 

 Kanchi Shankara Matham, Kanchipuram. Grantha specialist, 

         Member, WG02 

Experts participating by phone: 

 

Dr Shankaranarayanan,  

Dept of Sanskrit,  

Shri Chandrashekharendra Sarasvati Vishva Maha Vidyalaya (deemed university), 

Enathur, Kanchipuram 

 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

SESSION 1 (11 AM to 11:45 AM): 

 

The WG02 Chair thanked the EFEO for hosting the expert panel and described the goals of 

the meeting. Besides the INFITT WG02 representatives, the panel consisted of experts in 

Sanskrit, Tamil, Grantha script, Epigraphy, Sri Vaishnavaite manuscripts, etc.  The EFEO is a 

French Institution which has existed for the past 110 years, having currently 17 research 

centers in 12 Asian countries [http://www.efeo.fr/base.php?s=2]. It has had a permanent 

center in Pondicherry for the past 55 years. It has collections of estampages (in Pondicherry 

and in Paris) of inscriptions in various Asian languages (including Tamil and Sanskrit), several 

of which have been published, and it is interested, like the Tamil University (Thanjavur), in 

the digitizing of its collection.  The EFEO is also a consultant to the Tamil University, 

Thanjavur on digitization of the 100,000+ inscriptional records since 1908 whose 

estampages are yet to be published.  The panel would consider the technical issues relating 

to the digital encoding of the heritage scripts Grantha, Tamil , Tamil Brahmi, and also 

consider other special Tamil characters such as those with  with the help of experts in 

Epigraphy, Palm-leaf Manuscripts, traditional texts, and other attested records.  

 

The intent is to study the Grantha Unicode proposal from an epigraphist’s perspective, 

evaluate the evidence presented to UTC in support of the addition of Tamil/Dravidian 

characters to the Grantha script, understand the implications of the addition of 

Tamil/Dravidian characters to Grantha, consider the OCR related challenges of scanning in a 

mixed script manuscript or estampage in relation to encoding, study the need to encode 

Tamil , as well as the need to encode other special characters in Tamil (such as those with ). 
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Dr Shankaranarayanan participating by phone gave a technical outline of the proposed 

Grantha OCR he is working on and the issues he faces or expects to face regarding it.  

 

The first effort will be to be able to scan printed Grantha texts and later move on to 

manuscripts as the latter involve many more variants. Projected recognition accuracy: 80% 

to 85% from printed text. Handling mixed Grantha+Tamil text will involve much greater 

sophistication and is not planned currently.  

 

However, it is expected that some mechanisms will be needed to disambiguate Grantha and 

Tamil segments of the text when a particular written form is common to both Tamil and 

Grantha. In such cases, orthographic styles must be examined. If Grantha-style vowel signs 

or stacking is observed it will clearly belong to Grantha. Further, preceding and succeeding 

characters may also need to be considered, and semantic analysis may also need to be 

performed. 

 

[Explanatory note: (not from Dr Shankaranarayanan) For instance in a word 

brahmadēyamāyaḷitta the first ya is a part of Sanskrit language text and the next a part of 

Tamil language text. By seeing the preceding dē one can identify the first ya as Grantha and 

by seeing the preceding mā one can identify the second ya as Tamil. However, it is not 

always as simple as this.] 

 

Concern raised: The number of common characters between Tamil and Grantha should be 

kept to the absolute minimum required.  

 

SESSION 2 (12:00 Noon to 1:30 PM) 

 

The second session featured a presentation by EFEO/IFP epigraphists on estampages, 

production methods and concerns about digitization. One of the examples presented was 

the Tiruvannamalai project, a research project conducted jointly by the EFEO and the IFP in 

the 1980-s, which resulted in a collection of estampages of multilingual (Tamil-Sanskrit) 

texts and in a series of 6 volumes of studies about the Tiruvannamalai Shiva temple (Study 

of the Inscriptions [edition and translation], archeological study of the site, study of the 

rituals, study of the town, sociological study of the various communities involved).  

It was first noted that digitization involved two steps. The immediate step would be to 

preserve them in image form. Later encoding the text would be considered.   While 

EFEO/IFP projects have been implementing both image scanning and encoding as part of 

their projects, it was learned that the digitization initiative by Tamil University with the ASI’s 

100,000+ inscriptional records is focussed primarily on creating and preserving digital 

images of the estampages and not on encoding the texts for indexing, searching and 

analysis. The life span of a paper estampage is estimated to be anywhere from 60 years to 

100 years depending on how well they are preserved.  It was also learned that the recorded 

estampages didn’t always cover all of the inscriptions at the visited sites and that there was 

no way to verify the completeness of records without revisiting the sites.  Since the ASI 
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publications cover estampages published only up to 1908 we have already crossed the 

upper limit of the life span of some of the oldest estampages and there is an urgency in 

image scanning of the older estampages. 

 

The various orthographic quirks seen in inscriptions and copper plates were discussed. It 

was mentioned that occasionally the Tamil word ���� is written with a "Grantha-style CA". 

Regarding this it was emphasized when the digitization is performed the character must be 

recorded as is. A linguist would be interested in analysing the content as it is for tracing the 

phonology of the language. However, it is seen that very many variants of writing the same 

word occur in the same inscription.  

 

It was suggested that there is a high degree of mixing two sets of characters. A counterpoint 

was put forth that in the early days (i.e. before the 9th/10th centuries) it was possible that 

the writers did not consider that there were two distinct sets of characters in the first place. 

 

The various periods of evolution of Tamil writing were noted. After Brahmi (which is already 

encoded in Unicode)  evolved for writing Tamil. Its orthographic features were described 

and samples shown on the screen. A suggestion was put forward that Vatteluttu should 

have its own encoding similar to Grantha in the SMP space. An objection was raised that it is 

the same Tamil language written in a different way -- thus it could be taken care of by fonts. 

A counter-point was placed that Unicode encodes distinct orthographic systems and not 

languages. The same language and phonetic content may be written in different 

orthographic systems.  It was also seen from epigraphical records the  glyphs for the various 

uyirmey series did not appear to follow a regular pattern as in the later Tamil script. No 

decision was taken on this at this point. 

 

Vatteluttu script was supplanted by the Tamil script starting from Pallava era. (Ref: 

Iravatham Mahadevan, 2003, p 213.) Even in Pallava times, it is noted that Tamil words and 

Sanskrit ("Grantha") words exhibit distinct orthographies. The same word may be written 

with their consonant clusters presented in stacked form or using the puḷḷi. 

 

After the Pallavas, during the times of the Cholas even clearer distinction between Tamil 

and Grantha emerges. This solidifies into modern Tamil and Grantha writing. 

 

The marking of the short vowels E/O and the vowelless consonants using the puḷḷi in Tamil 

writing (as per the Tolkāppiyam) across the ages was discussed. It was noted that even in 

the earliest inscriptions the distinction was not always maintained. The famous Vēḷvikkuṭi 

plates in  show the puḷḷi-s for short E/O and vowelless consonants. But even in  the 

distinction was not consistently maintained. [Accessory reference: Burnell p 46: "The 

Tolkāppiyam states that a dot is to be put over e and o. ... Of this also I have not been able 

to find the least trace in the inscriptions.] 
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As for later Tamil writing, the puḷḷi is almost never seen in these cases except for rare 

manuscripts of Tamil grammars in the examples of the rules of the Tolkāppiyam and later 

Tamil grammars like the Naṉṉūl. Evidence was presented from Harkness's 1837 Hindu 

alphabets of the Southern Peninsula of India showing the puḷḷi on top of the short vowels in 

Tamil and also in the corresponding vowel signs on top of the kombu. 

 

The suggestion was placed that short vowels E/O and corresponding vowel signs with puḷḷi 

must be encoded in the Tamil block for pedagogical purposes. No decision was taken on 

this. 

 

SESSION 3 ( 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM) 

 

The third session largely examined the evidence provided in L2/09-141R (and later in L2/09-

345) for the usage of the short vowels E/O (and corresponding vowel signs) using puḷḷi and 

the consonants LLLA, RRA and NNNA. 

 

The Samskrita Granthalipi Sabha evidence was examined.  

 

None of the scholars present were aware of the existence of a Samskrita Granthalipi Sabha 

in Chennai. It was also noted that repeated inquiries in various ways as to the location of 

said Sabha were fruitless. 

 

It was clearly noted that the Nalayira Divya Prabandha sample is handwritten, and the 

handwriting is highly similar to that of the miscellanneous words like "chennai" written on 

the next page. The sample for "oṟṟiyūr" showing the independent vowel short O with puḷḷi is 

noted as being separate from the other samples. There is no other occurrence of this 

character in the Divya Prabandha text or in the first list of miscellaneous examples. This 

sample seems to be a later addition to complete the set of characters. 

 

One of the senior manuscript scholars belonging to the Shrivaishnava tradition (who hold 

the Divya Prabandha in great esteem) was consulted. He said that in his examination of over 

6000 palm manuscripts, he has not come across the Nalayira Divya Prabandham or any 

original Tamil texts having been written in Grantha script. 

 

Textual errors in the provided Divya Prabandha sample were also noted. The word 

"tirumoḻikaḷ" should be just "tirumoḻi". The word "cēvaṭi" is missing before "cevvi". [Later 

further errors were identified.] 

 

Due to all the above reasons, the authenticity of the samples from the Samskrita Granthalipi 

Sabha was considered suspect. 

 

The evidence of Tamil language Tēvāram hymns written in Grantha in Thailand provided by 

J R Marr's 1969 SOAS paper was considered. It was noted that even though the Tēvāram is 
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indeed written in Grantha here, the written text is a highly distorted form of Tamil. There is 

no example of the usage of puḷḷi for short vowels E/O. There is also no example of the usage 

of LLLA, RRA and NNNA. [Later in the next day meeting at Chennai one of the experts 

clarified that even though Thai-s write things differently, the pronunciation will be quite 

close to native Tamil. However, the absence of LLLA etc still stands. It was also noted that 

LLLA in Tamil was written as RA in this Thai Grantha manuscript in cases like viḻā, RRA was 

changed to TA and NNNA to NA [pp 312, 314 Marr].] 

 

The evidence from Harkness for puḷḷi vowels being used in Grantha was considered. It has 

been previously noted that Harkness shows the short vowels E/O with puḷḷi for Tamil. It was 

noted that this evidence was misleadingly provided for Grantha by snipping off the label 

saying "Tamil". Harkness does not show any short vowels E/O in the Grantha section. 

Harkness also does not show the usage of LLLA, RRA, NNNA as part of Grantha. 

 

The evidence quoting from Gruenendahl for the existence of short E/O in Grantha was 

found to be misleading. Gruenendahl does indeed state that in Sanskrit manuscripts one 

finds both the short and long forms of writing E/O but in the next sentence he clearly says 

that both of them indicate the long E/O of the Sanskrit language only. This second sentence 

was omitted in advocating the encoding of short E/O for Grantha. 

 

Multilingual inscriptions with Sanskrit and Telugu in Grantha script and Tamil in Tamil script 

as well as Sanskrit and Kannada in Grantha script were examined.  It was noted that in the 

Telugu and Kannada inscriptions written in Grantha script, no evidence for short E/O was 

available. Epigraphists have never seen evidence of short E/O in Grantha script in any of the 

inscriptions that they had examined. 

 

In summary, it was decided that the evidence provided in L2/09-141R (and later in L2/09-

345) for the encoding of the short E/O characters as well as the consonants LLLA RRA and 

NNNA does not validate upon close examination. 

 

It is noted that due to the enormous complexity of the orthography of inscriptions etc, 

many unexpected usages of characters would be present, and in order to digitize them 

correctly certain unusual encodings may also need to be done. However everything should 

be done based on logic and proof which is in this case not present for the inclusion of these 

characters.  It was a privilege to hear from EFEO researchers who have a first-hand 

knowledge of Asian inscriptions and manuscripts and collaborate with an institution that 

has been engaged in such activities for more than 100 years. 

 

 

Concern raised: Characters should not be encoded based on misleading or unverifiable 

evidence. 
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Conclusion:  

 

 We were reminded that in a field there are things that are better known and things that are 

not known (and that one sometimes meets with false evidence). 

 

The scholars assembled agreed: 

 

-- that having the "Core Grantha" encoded in Unicode would be useful for researchers 

-- that decisions concerning the "7 items" do not meet scholarly consensus 
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International Forum for Information Technology in Tamil 
A California Non-Profit Technical Society 

 

MINUTES OF THE WG02 MEETING 

Expert panel on the Grantha Unicode Encoding Proposals 
 

 

Date  : 23.12.2010 

   Time  : 10.00 A.M. to 5:00 PM 

   Venue  : Symantec Corporation, Chennai. 

 
 

INFITT MEMBERS PRESENT: 

 

1. Mr. Mani M. Manivannan,  Chair, WG02 

 Senior Director of Engineering, 

 Symantec Corporation, Chennai 
 

2. Dr. Rama. Krishnan, Member, WG02 

 Project Director (Retd.), 

 SPIC Petrochemical Limited, 

Chennai 
 

 

CONSULTING EXPERTS PRESENT: 

1. Dr.  P. R. Nakeeran,  TN Govt. IT Authority 

 Director, Tamil Virtual Academy, 

 Chennai. 

 

2. Prof. Deivasundaram,  Computational Linguist 

 Retd. Head of the Department,  Tamil Scholar 

 Department of Tamil, University of Madras 

 Chennai. 
 

3. Mahamahopadhyaya Dr.  Krishnamurthy Shastri,  Sanskrit/Grantha Scholar 

 Heritage India Educational Trust, Chennai Grantha Publisher 

 Fmr. Principal, Sanskrit College, Chennai. 

 

4. Dr. Rajavelu,  Sr. Epigraphist 

 Archeological Survey of India  

 Tamil University, Thanjavur. 

 

5. Dr. Santhalingam,   Epigraphist (Retd.) 

 Dept. of Archeology 

 Tamil Nadu Government. 
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6. Mr. Vinodh Rajan,  Grantha Software  

 Software Engineer Tools Developer 

 Cognizant Technology Solutions Member, WG02 

 

7. Shri Shriramana Sharma,  Sanskrit Research Scholar 

 Kanchi Shankara Matham, Kanchipuram. Member, WG02 

 

8. Mr. Poongundran M.  Tamil Scholar 

 Pavalareru ThamizhkkaLam, Chennai. Observer 

 

 

Experts participating by phone: 

 

Mr Sinnathurai Srivas,  

Tamil Fonts Developer,  

United Kingdom 

 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

SESSION 1 (11 AM to 12:30 PM): 

 

The WG02 Chair quickly summarized the Expert Panel at EFEO the previous day. The 

discussion centered on the attestation of the seven Tamil characters in Sanskrit Grantha 

text.  The great Sanksrit scholar Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Krishanmurthy Shastri who is also 

a renowned Grantha publisher confirmed that he was not aware of “Samskritha Grantha 

Lipi Sabha.”  He also confirmed that he has never seen the use of the seven Tamil characters 

in any Sanskrit Grantha texts.  

 

The intent is to study the Grantha Unicode proposal from an epigraphist’s perspective,  

 

Concern raised: The number of common characters between Tamil and Grantha should be 

kept to the absolute minimum required.  

 

SESSION 2 (1:30 PM to 3:30 PM) and SESSIONS 3 (3:30 PM to 5:00 PM 

 

In the second and third sessions, the focus was on the requirements of epigraphists in 

digitizing and encoding the more than 100,000 inscriptions that have Tamil and Grantha 

scripts mixed liberally.  Epigraphists Rajavelu from Tamil University and ASI and later 

Santhalingam, retired Tamil Nadu Government Department of Archeology participated in 

these discussions. The epigraphists and scholars present discussed various aspects of  

Unicode encoding, rendering of the glyphs, ability to index, search, retrieve texts etc. 

Several specific examples of inscriptions, copper plates and palm manuscripts were 

discussed.  The Sendalai Pillar inscriptions with Grantha and Tamil texts both showing the 

title “Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ” was discussed an illustration of the difference in orthographic styles 
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between Tamil and Grantha.  It was noted that in the Grantha script, the consonant cluster 

“ḷva” was stacked without the use of virama while the Tamil script used puḷḷi  of and wrote 

the same cluster as a linear sequence.  It was also noted that the Grantha script used the 

Grantha consonant NA with a virama while the Tamil script used Tamil consonant NNNA.  

To the epigraphists, this was a clear indication that the Tamil consonant NNNA was not 

considered to be part of Grantha script by the inscribers. 

 

The epigraphists considered puḷḷi  as a distinct Tamil orthographic feature that could not be 

considered part of Grantha orthography.  They noted that though it is rare to see puḷḷi  on 

top of short vowels e and o even in Tamil inscriptions, the idea of applying tolkāppiyam rule 

to apply puḷḷi  to Grantha long e and long o to artificially create short e and short o looked 

very wrong.  They noted that while it is common to see both Tamil and Grantha letters 

borrowed to represent sounds that didn’t exist in Tamil or Sanskrit, they were considered 

by the epigraphists to be foreign to the respective scripts.  In other words, they considered 

the proposal to add the seven Tamil characters to Grantha to be wrong. 

 

The sessions also reviewed taḷavāypuram  copper plates, utayēntiram copper plates, kūram 

copper plates, as well as the trilingual (Sanskrit/Telugu/Tamil) inscription A. R. No. 580 of 

1907 (Appendix D) and the bilingual (Sanskrit/Kannada) inscription A. R. No. 121 of 1937-38 

(Appendix E). Several features stood out in these records.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.Tamil inscription mixed with Grantha letters (Appendix D, p 405) 

 

As seen in Figure 1, the same word “anubhavi” is written in Tamil, once with the phonemic 

Tamil pa and a second time with the phonetic grantha bha.  That these words within a line 

of each of other shows that there is no internal consistency and that this cannot be taken to 

mean that the grantha bha should be considered part of Tamil script any more than a Tamil 

ṟa be taken to be part of Grantha script when it is inserted in side a Grantha word as is 

common. The epigraphists want to preserve the inscriptions as is but have a clear 
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expectation of which character belongs to which script regardless of the language and 

would like the encoding reflect that expectation. 

 

The various orthographic quirks seen in inscriptions, copper plates and manuscripts were 

reviewed. As seen in Figure 2, where Grantha text is rendered in Devanagari text, Sanskrit 

words and letters are written in Grantha style in the middle of Tamil texts.  Sometimes the 

same word is rendered in multiple styles in the same inscription.  The epigraphists placed a 

great value on recording the texts as they are – with Grantha, vaṭṭeḻuttu, or Tamil  

orthography.  

 

 
Figure 2. taḷavāypuram copper plate: Grantha (shown as Devanagari) mixed in Tamil text 

 

Mixing of script and characters was not just one way – from Grantha to Tamil but it was two 

way as can be seen in Figure 3 where Tamil text in Tamil script is mixed inside Sanskrit text 

written in Grantha script. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. kūram Copper Plates showing Tamil script mixed in Grantha text 
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Epigraphists supported the idea that Vatteluttu should have its own encoding similar to 

Grantha in the SMP space as the uyirmey series did not have a regular pattern as in the later 

Tamil script. There was a consensus that this should be taken up as a separate initiative. 

 

The next two figures show an identical title “Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ” that are inscribed in the 

Sendalai Pillar inscriptions.  Except for the “Sri” prefix, the rest of the names are written in 

either Tamil script or Grantha script.  This is seen as a good example that showed the 

distinct difference between the scripts.  While the Grantha text uses conjunct consonant 

stacked orthography without virama to show the consonant cluster “ḷva”, the Tamil text 

uses puḷḷi and linearizes consonant cluster which is written as a sequence.  The epigraphists 

pointed out that the Grantha script did not use the Tamil consonant NNNA preferring to use 

the Grantha consonant NA while the Tamil version used the consonant NNNA characteristic 

of Tamil names while both used virama or puḷḷi. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Sendalai Pillar Inscription - Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ in Grantha 

(courtesy: http://www.tnarch.gov.in/images/epi-ins/grantha/pic5.gif) 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  Sendalai Pillar Inscription - Sri Kaḷvarkaḷvaṉ in Tamil 

(courtesy  Dr. S. Palaniappan) 
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Vatteluttu script was supplanted by the Tamil script starting from Pallava era. (Ref: 

Iravatham Mahadevan, 2003, p 213.) Even in Pallava times, it is noted that Tamil words and 

Sanskrit ("Grantha") words exhibit distinct orthographies. The same word may be written 

with their consonant clusters presented in stacked form or using the puḷḷi. 

 

The epigraphists also have never heard of the Samskritha Grantha lipi sabha in Chennai.  

They examined the text purported to be a Grantha rendering of the Tamil sacred text 

Nalayira Divya Prabhandam and some random samples (Grantha Proposal L2/09-345  pp 21-

22).  They were quite amused by the Grantha rendering as something that was written by 

someone who was neither a Srivaishnavaite familiar with this most important hymn but also 

someone that didn’t know how to render consonant clusters in Grantha.  The errors that 

were identified are listed in Tamil below: 

 

����� ��	 
� �������� 12 ����� ��������� �	�� �����  

��!"��	 ��#  �� �$%�� &���'������ 

  

1� ����� ���$��( “&���*��! ���&+�,��” ��� �.� /�0��  

��/+��	 �1� +��2�!� “&���*��! ���&+�,” ��� 3�/+��	 ��� 

�14��!� 

2� “�	��5'” �����	 2�6  ��	 2�6+�( ������4� 74 38$��� 

�� 9�:  2�6+�( ������5' � �;< ��:� �1�$ ��������4� 

3� “������” �����>  9�:  2�6  �6��	��� 

4� “+	��52” - 9�:  2�6� <A$�  

5� “��5����” ��� �1�$ ��������4� �/A� �/���	 74 %0!CD� 

������� �� ”��5�2��” ������ ���< � %0!CD� ��"4 �1�����.��	 

�	����2�  %0!CD� ��"����� ��5' � D�� �2;���E ��.4  D�� 

�2;���E ����+>  ��$�4 7.�� ���$ ���$%���E ��/2��4� 

6� ”�D�� &DG�� ������$%” ����E< +�:( “&DG�� ������$%” ��� 

�D��/� �1;�����'$ ���.���$�4 �/� ���"��! /�0�! �	�� 

��� &D�	>���4� �$�� 3� �$/� 3� /�0�! &D(� +��2�!� 

7� 7�����+�'  - 9�:  2�6� <A$�  

8� 9�:�4 ���	 ”
��6 ” ������ 7���	 ”�	��5��” ”�” 

&��2;<���4� 

9� ”+;/�� ” �����	 ”;/�” ��#; K�&21"4 ��:� �1�$ 

��������4� �1������< �.�� K�&21"4 ���&��� &����	��� 

10� ”����! �D��� ��"4/��  M26�,�  �	��5'” - ��:�C DN!��"4 

�1�$ ��������4� 

11� ”�A;< ”  �����	 “;<” ��#  K�&21"4 ��� 

12 ”��OD D���� ” �����	 “OD” K�&21"4 ��� 
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13� 7$��ODD�����  �	��5' �����	 ��	 �"��	 P�� +E� 

&D(���Q2� 3$���2�	 �	��5�2 ��� R��6  ������5'  ��� 

���������4� 

14� �&�����#�< ����E< &����#�< ��� P��4 

15� �K�4�+ ����E< <�4�+ ��� P��4� 

 

&���$��� 3� S�� &�����'  �.� 3� T��U  9�� ��M6;�Q�<� 

�"��� ��/A�� &D(���$�4 &���"�+�? 

 

&+�"�"��	 �.�C D��� 3� /�0�! ���$��"����� &��������4� 

7$��$ ���$��"����C &D�	>���� &+(/+/�$ &�4; </�����4� 

���6� 3� /�0�! 7	���, �.�$ ���' �A��X	����! 3��/6� 

&��5', ��6.� �1"4�/� &�����/6� &��5' �4 �1�$ 

��������4� 

  

�652�  ���"��	 D�� �X* Y!�� ��6.� �1"��	 �1�$ 

����������� 7�EZ>  ����� X<.4 ���������  

  

1� ”�N*$���� ” ��� Y	 ”*$��” ��� 9�&�1"4� ���/� 

7'�<�/���	 �1�$ �2��5' � �;< “*��” ��� [&61"4� 

���/��� �1�$ ��������4� 
;���"��	 ��$�/� 7$���� 

�1�����2�!�� ���> � 

  

2� ”&��;< \�'” �����	 ”;<” ��� K�&21"4" ���� ��:� 2�6  

%A;�$ ��������4� �+�� ��$�/� �	��  D������(" &����	��� 

���6�&����! ��6.� �1"��	 ��E/�" �$%  ���+�( �1��� 

����������:!� 

 

The epigraphists were familiar with the evidence of Tamil language Tēvāram hymns written 

in Grantha in Thailand provided by J R Marr's 1969 SOAS paper. They considered that this 

sample to be non-standard and internally not self consistent as several varga letters of 

Grantha were used indiscriminately without trying to render Tamil text with literal 

transliteration or transcription preserving the pronunciation.  One of the experts present 

clarified that even though Thai-s write things differently, the pronunciation will be quite 

close to native Tamil and they didn’t make any distinction between the voiced and unvoiced 

letters or the aspirates.  The absence of the proposed seven Tamil characters as part of this 

version of Grantha was noticed but the scholars wondered whether the original Thai text 

needs to be examined to get more details though they were  skeptical of finding anything 

there. The scholars also noted that LLLA in Tamil was written as RA in this Thai Grantha 

manuscript in cases like viḻā, RRA was changed to TA and NNNA to NA [pp 312, 314 Marr].] 
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The scholars considered evidence from Harkness for puḷḷi vowels being used in Grantha 

cited in Proposal L2/09-345 to be a misinterpretation by the author while they considered 

the evidence quoting Gruenendahl for the existence of short E/O in Grantha to be 

misleading.  

 

The epigraphists clarified that the evidence for short E/O in Tamil script itself would be rare 

in inscriptional records and were skeptical about such usage in native Grantha script.  They 

didn’t support the addition of short E/O with the puḷḷi diacritic in Grantha. They considered 

use of LLLA, RRA or NNNA in Grantha inscriptional records, if present, to be borrowals from 

Tamil to render Tamil names and not native part of Grantha script.  They were concerned 

that adding these letters in Grantha script using Grantha’s stacked orthography is likely to 

confuse encoding the typically mixed Tamil and Grantha inscriptional records and advised 

against it. 

 

Thiru Poongundran who attended this special meeting as an observer expressed satisfaction 

at the detailed investigation of the Grantha proposal.  He said he now understood the 

complicated inscriptional records a little better and agreed that these should be encoded 

for better analysis and preserving these records as pure image files would be insufficient. 

 

In summary, the experts present considered that the evidence cited in L2/09-345 in support 

of the claim that the seven Tamil characters belonged to Grantha script to be invalid and 

rejected such claim.  The epigraphists wanted to have a closer examination of the Grantha 

proposal to study the impact of the encoding from the perspective of professional 

epigraphists. 

 

Concern raised: Epigraphical perspective should be considered before encoding characters 

that are not considered native to Grantha script and that any review committee should 

consult professional epigraphists. 
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@. n. No. 5Bo of 1e07.)

Nanrlalfiru, 
{a;ampet 

Taluk, Cudrlapah District

Saumyandtha temple-oolthe 5th tier of the north base, the north and

west walls of the same mabdapa and the north wall of the central shrine

Raj€nrlra-ChOla III year 13 : 1257-58 A.D.
i.

The inscription is also dlated in Saka t179, Pingala, Mcsha-Sarikranti. It is.

written in three languages, the | first part being irr Sanskrit ; the next comprising

mostly of the names of the {onees with the number of their shares of land, is in,

teluju but in Grantha alphadet like the firstpart; and thelastportion of about

20 lines, giving the main gist !f the record is in Tamil. The epigraph begins with a
eulogy of a king by name Jri4etra (Trildchana-Pallava ?; who founded many
agraharas to the east of the Trifurantaka hill. A successor of his of the same name-

Mukka4li-Ka4uve1li establi and gave the village Perurigaqrgflr in Padchima-
paka-na4u a division of AdhiraJendra-Ch6la-mar.rdalam to 52Brahmalras in Saka723
(mistake for Saka 730 ?), adhari, Mesha-Sarikramala, ba. 6, Wednesday, Mula
(A.D. 808, March 21, TuesdaY The donees were in enjoyment of their shares for

from Inumbrdlu escaping from the mari-jvaram ofa long time, when some Velu

their place, settled in fields nearj them, agreeing to pay rents for their lands, along-

side the residents of Sakali-I{o4ura who had also emigrated from their place on
account of some riots. During i famine that followed the Brdhmatras left their places,.

and when they returned found fhemselves supplanted in their possessions by the new
comgrs who had in the meantinie named their new settlement as KoflDru, and refused

to give the rent due to the Bra a landlords. The latter then naade a represen-

tation to the chief Man , whose genealogy is here introduced vizDeyabhima,

Betabhupa, Egaslddhi, Manm
This Manumasiddhi is said

and Tikkangipa the father of the ruling chief.
have conquered a chief named' Vijaya and tried to

secure the fiiendshiP of K ti by fighting a battle for him on the banks

of the Godavari. fle was a
whose regnal year is quoted.

feudatory under the CholA king Rajendra-Chdia IIt
{

Manumasiddhi sent for cultivatbrs'against whom the complaint was mads

and' bfter due enquiry with decided the case in favour of the dispossessed

Brahmaqras, to whom he re tlie grant of the village Ko$uiri for the merit of his
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No. 581

(A.R.No.581 of tso,z.1

Nandaluru, Rajampet Taluk, Cuddapah District

Saumyanetha temple-on the 4th tier of the same base

Kul6ttuirga-Ch0la III. Year 31 : 1208-09 A.D.

The cyclic year is also given as Vibhava. This records a gift of two lamp-
.stands worth l'5 maQai and 180 kuli of land for burning two perpetual lamps in the
temple of Kulottungado.la-Viqrlagar-Emberumar-1 Sokkapperumel for the merit of his
deceased mother Me4asani by Bayirappi-Re{{i son of Bhumi-Reddi a md&f,aduvar

{assembly member) of Tariga!1ur in Megpakkai-nadu.
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No. 310

V.n. No. r?t o/ 1937-38)

NAxuuae.N-vi.6el, TNNER, wALL

ilo ilate

Recorcls a royal order in Kannada written in Graltha, to $rirariga.
ayala-Jiyyar, Uttama-Nambi, and the Bthini,kas of the temple
, orr the representation made to the king by uttama-Nambi,
'cyal gift of land in the four villages guldakkayi, Gdvattakkudi,
;l,iyur and Karungulam, was made to Uttama-Nambi and his brother
lrrard,ya for a service instituted in the temple in the name of D6vard,ya
.5rdya r and the brothers were made the agents (karttas) of the temple,
rpted from the payment of the j68i on the granted Iands and remunerated
.rsh and in kind, in addition to an eighth share in the contributions to the
ple from these villages. The record is not dated.
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?$at,a- /j,atdGlo Glandgv7 , 6rtt'. ' edE56Q-- e66.6Q-n

@n-8 gfiwon1 664 a,g&orn$ gfitoo'anus ,i.Tattrw al€*-

6,-j-/'*!DtTw6tt,6n -I'?)ufuuslr-.agf p . et'Ed,fl 'onz- en'*il Gt:'

otLlenawfr.a Gla;nlo*)r.tuallnoitp uSyleneiraft}-o e-fueo-
-\-./ " -

Sc,aSl}o wtruJ6ilDu,t-r-- sn'!g''t^fr,6aun'8 ' 6trqn G'qauv'o-E ^'o/,lw&' '

dup- 6rnfi6't-'.n d))rcr+n 5n2- ;;,d,nt7+ lwtTu6La6dr-

tn G1+611v @66prttrr+@€ olod L 
i

No. 311

@.n.rVo. 84 o/ 1937-38)

Anyesuerri.r,-veser,, rNNER' WALr'-RTGHT oF ENTRANcE

No date

States that Uttama-Nambir6!8, the brother of Chakrariya, obtained frr'

Prauclha DEvarhya (I) [several honours like the royal umbrella' orn&men"

vehicles, etc., and thl proprietory rights of administration in the temple' T

record is in Sanskrit in Grantha characters'

Text

I rgCd [rx] 6'tqr--trarng$'")o.arlntuner@@-6 ageg leear$* ig'gtnqS ?afiow*''

Eg er,de;rgb

2 6-0'6'46@n:p snaniltee- {o-gcl1Jr el l y,net.lg] Gle'Dmalanr4efDlg eatf..aana:d:

8t9@-

3 qnna-LnGtqetrdnano 6)6ooep a;unn.p alarwz prwot-Litpw-glen aQa-9c'rw t lli':

| @ $ n 6 etL 4 a,6) Vauv n uL o 4' -

l5

16

l7

18

4 a-LflylngLdrg-v}r;r*4*ffi6 g;nslev.ne.'flg6ic'tl6tru')Gt@DessuEfots+LQs:raa&'':

gf etr-a-gevn-

5 u awrap &8,uilar,*nawfetsGt'a t snsfr-ap egto Gtanesunreo?st'5:uvan s YF.'

q3on6la--rn6o e I [le-x]

6 an,r.ga)n.a(attn)we'n9ra- vE s66nrs9w$<anp anoa'ppng<aun+a'8flwt;t

ea o oy 'o nlpxf I IV Ir uE v a46i6r oti o * ^' 2J tv o e 4) Ir e'

7 o-63*,6loo nzl il-reSennt4&oawev.n ilVotttwnwoo@eu6lg; I I Iln-x]er-:nur-a Gtafra

t C* gs-€r+;9an wat'ovne'6oaea-9- t'

8 @ n s,2) n M e @ 6LN rT eJfl a 
53 

o5l'a Gl ear & 6 ft P a) g w g'x n antz-Q e n Lo I au n 4 woakr"

atfiarDJln:g a'nLo-'fle I ["*] ;l'
g vo-we4-[1x] ri{c; e}{wtverL,t,up ooaufiei--'i6r pat fryn3 voG)Lo u6'e a)nVo'v

^^eg11rd,^nr.l;aeen,n l.

10 dEgI En 6t--sn3-4aun s u-t.;,a,n5n}6D.;,?r6Loi;Jen e}6&no'?.,4t',tnotof:+1gffot9tndqj,

6;/iDrdF.Pff?-*eftrnu-

tL irrdr6'| 91,n6v}a 6,ngE',fttdi rc_oJonu'56,) e I [l?x]

' for .auv$xsarttfl?-o
z 11cad ,a;-61-{6lo.on

s The rlistahe of yati, bhaflga has occurred

':i'ii:
!':,*

?*t'
r:st.

in tlie sYllable ?Jn in this word'




